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I-bahn,  i-Biology Patent Engine,  i-BPE, I-Mode,  i2010,  I AM,  ICA Media Department,  
ICBM Address Server,  ICC Gallery,  ice,  icicle,  iCinema,  iconography,  ICT,  IDC,  IDE,  
ideal,  Idea Line,  idealised,  identify,  identity,  identity management,  identity politics, 
ideologiekritik,  ideology,  idiosyncrasies,  iGargoyle,  illusion,  illustration,  IM,  image-
based reasoning,  Image-Music-Text,  image-schema,  image of war,  imagination,  IMAX, 
imitation,  immediacy,  immersion,  immersive,  immersive advertising,  iMotes,  Imperial 
War Museum North,  impermanence,  import,  improvisation,  improvise,  in-between,  In-
limbo,  inadequate,  Inanimate Alice,  inclusion,  incoherence,  inconsistency,  independent, 
independent film,  index,  indexing,  India,  Indian,  Indigenous,  individual,  individual 
experience,  individualisation,  individualist,  individuality,  individually,  Indonesia,
industrial,  industrial design,  industrialisation,  industrial revolution,  industry, 
Inextinguishable Fire,  Inez,  infant,  infinitum,  information,  information age,  information 
architecture,  information design,  information flow,  information integrity,  Information 
Interaction Design,  information revolution,  information society,  information space, 
information transmission,  infrared,  infrastructure,  infringement,  inhabitation,  inject,  in 
medias res,  innovation,  inorganic refuse,  input device,  installation,  installation art,
instance,  instantaneous,  institution,  instructional model,  instructions for use,  instrument,
insurgent,  insurrection,  integration,  integrative scholarship,  intelligence,  inter-media,
interaction,  interaction design,  Interaction Design,  interaction order,  interactive,
interactive game,  interactive media,  interactive narrative,  interactive technologies,
interactive video,  interactivity,  intercept,  interconnected,  intercourse,  intercultural,
intercultural site,  interdisciplinarity,  interface,  interface matrix,  Interference Technology,
interlinked data,  interlocking,  InterMedia,  intermingle,  international,  Internet,  Internet
traffic,  interpret,  interpretation,  interpreter,  intersected,  interstellar,  interstellar probe,
interval,  intervention,  interview,  intimacy,  intimate,  Intimate Bureaucracy,  Intimate
Transactions,  Into The Void,  Intranet,  intranet,  invasion,  Invasion Day,  invention, 
inventory,  invisible,  Invisible City,  IO_Dencies,  IP-locking,  iPod,  iPodder,  Ipsos,  IQ 
test,  Iran,  Iraq,  Ireland,  Irish,  Iron Man,  irreconcilable,  ISDN,  Ishida,  Isidore,  Islam,
Islamophobia,  isolate,  isolation,  isometric,  Israel,  Isuzu,  IT,  Italy,  Itinerarium Sacrae 
Scripturae,  ITU,  iTunes,  Ivrea,  Iwai, 

Constellations
Constellations.co.nz is an instance of Simon Perkins' Constellations Project. 
It is a research initiative and pedagogical tool that has evolved from earlier Virtual 
Heteroglossia tools. 

Constellations.co.nz is a structured repository of innovative and exemplar design and 
information-based works published as a collection of intersecting responses.

It is believed that all material on this site may be exhibited under the Fair Dealing provision 
of Australian and New Zealand copyright laws.
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